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No one could ever imagine that this time would come wherein everyone was caught unguarded from this invisible enemy which almost control the global cycle. Not even in our wildest dream that we can afford to accommodate this killer virus that chooses no one to infect which is really terrifying. And because of this, people around the world are all in awe and begin to question when will it stop or would it be stopped? But despite of everything that is happening everyday, let us come into our senses and try to figure out the positive outcomes of this global pandemic.

If we are appreciative enough, we can recognize the positive effects of this pandemic not only to humanity and to the environment but to spiritual well-being as well. When the COVID-19 outbreak happened, families were encouraged to stay at home to limit the spread of the viruses. And because of this, the family ties became sturdier and stronger and each family member became closer and more dependent with each other. Misunderstanding and indifferences were patched up and they learned to value the presence of one another.

Some people also learned to care about other people and even offer a helping hand to the most possible way that they could in order to pacify the inner pain caused by the unbearable circumstances that are happening. Other people especially the frontliners, had set aside their own welfare, security, protection, health and even their own lives just to heed the clamor of the patients who were desperately being controlled by corona virus. People learned to value people, relative or not, they realized the importance of camaraderie and amity.
People also learned to respect and value the environment. They started to toil the land and began to plant trees and all other kinds of plants and started calling themselves as plantitas or plantitos. They began to appreciate the beauty of nature which was once ignored because of their busy schedule and the whole world is continuously healing because of the abrupt decrease of pollution.

Most importantly, this pandemic taught us to kneel and honor God. It brought up into our senses that the things that we value most when Corina virus was not here really doesn’t matter at all now that we are experiencing this everyday nightmare. This served as our lesson that above all, we should put God first in everything we do and learn to accept His Will no matter what it might bring because we have developed that full trust unto God, we are rest assured that we cannot be shaken nor moved by this pandemic for we know that God is still in control of everything, so give Him the credit and let His will be done.
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